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CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

A'1nual Sweecy Day Frolic Begins .Tonight
By KRIS BUCKNELL
News Editor
Tonight will witness the beginning of Central's 19th an..
nual Sweecy Day.
The annual frolic originated as a campus clean-up day
that included an all-campus picnic. It wasn't long before
it became more picnic than clean-up and has now grown
in size to become one of Central's richest traditionso
Although marred by several incidents last year, the present Sweecy Day Committee does· not anticipate any real
problems.
Bill Armstrong, Sweecy Day general chairman, feels
that this year Sweecy Day will be bigger and better than
ever.
"Sweecy Day can be a great success, if the students
use their heads. I would not have this job if I thought it
would flop. This will be the last year if Sweecy Day ls
a bust. My plea ls that they will think first and then act
instead of otherwise. They can still have a good time,"
he added.
·
~
Armstrong remarked "We tried to have sweecy Day
moved to the middle of the week but the administration
objected. As long as we leave 1t on the weekend then it
is in the student's hands."

Schedule

Three Little .Pigs·
sweecy Day chairmen, Nancy Bentisch, Bill Armstrong, Bob Hungate and Sandy Kern,
seem to have found a few prospective entries in the Greased Pig Chase for Sweecy Day
activities. Although these little piglets were caught for chairmen all entries in the Greas·
ed Pig Chase will have to catch their own, sllprier variety, Saturday.

Second Defendant Found Guilty
A second CWSC student has been convicted
in Kittitas County Superior Court in a trial
resulting from narcotics raids last March.
Conviction of Thomas Hay ton, 18, Seattle,
of unlawful .sale- of narcotics l esterday follow·
ed the Wednesday conviction Of William P.
Pinton, Seattle on the same charge.
Sentencing of all individuals convicted will
follow the trial series and a review of each
trial and conviction by the state Board of Prison
Terms and Parole.
Both convictions have been handed down in
.Kittitas County Superior Court under pre siding
Judge W.R. Cole. Pinton received a jury trial.
Hayton elected to be tried before Judge Cole.
In each trial attorneys attempted to struc·
ture defense upon the contention that law enforcement .officers and their agents committed
illegal entrapment in attempting to purchase
marijuana from the defendants.
Entrapment is a means employed by law
enforcement officers in which persuasive mea·
sures are used to encourage persons suspected
of engaging in criminal practices to commit a
crime.
. .
The entrapment argument was discounted by
both the jury in the Finton case and Judge
Cole in the Hayton. case.
Key witness for the prosecution in both trials
has been Ronald Rhodes, CWSC junior. Rhodes
worked voluntarily as a student agent for the
Ellensburg Police Department. He has receiv·
ed no monetary compensation.
Rhodes testified that he approached Pinton at
a dinner party on the evening of Feb. 19 to
see if he could buy any narcotics.
"All I was supposed to do was make my.
self available if they had narcotics to sell and
tell Sgt. Pratt (of the Ellensburg Police Dept.",
Rhodes testified. Rhodes said he met Finton
later at Pinton's apartment and there paid
$15 for a package of marijuana.
On the stand, Pinton admitted sale of the mar
ijuana to Rhodes. However, Pinton's defense
attorney Randolph Palmer, Quincy, failed in
an attempt to show entrapment.
Hayton's attorney, Murray Guterson, Seattle,
also failed in his attempt to show entrapment.
Trials of defendants will begin next Wednesday. , . , , ,
0
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10.5 p.mo - Residence Hall
Senate Dunk Tank in the S.U.B.
Mall.
4-6 p.m. - Kite Flying Contest north of the tennis courts.
7 p.m. - Cour8on Hall will
show old-time movies in the
Courson lounge.
7:30 p.m.-Gambling in the
Barto Hall lounge.
8 p.m.-In the Munson lounge,
"The Mouse's Wiggle," a night·
club; and Quigley will sPonsor
a campus version of the "Dat·
ing Game" in McConnell.

north of Kennedy Hall.
11·12:30-Barbeque Picnic in
Memorial Park.
12:45-4 Pom.-SWeecy Day Rodeo in the Ellensburg Rodeo
Grounds.

· Rodeo .Agenda:

1:00 p.m.- 1st Go-Round Steer
Riding.
1:30 p.m.- Wranglerettes.
2: 00 p. m.- Chariot race ellmlnations
2: 20 Porn.- Wild Cow Milking.
2:50 p.m.- 2nd Go-Round Steer
Riding.
3:0.5 p.m.- Greased Pig Chase.
3:20 p.m. - Final Go-Round
_Steer Riding.
3:35 p.m.- ChariotRacefinals.
9·12 p.m.- There will be a
free dance on t~ S.U.B. Mall,
featuring
the
"Emergency
Exits" and "Kathy and the Un·
usuals."

May 27
8:30-9a.m.-Holmes and Commons will serve an International
Pancake Feed.
10.5 p.m.-R.H.S. Dunk Tank
(closed during rodeo).
8-5 Pom. - Car Show in the
s.u.B. Mall.
10 aom.-Greased Pole Climb

Board Changes Policy
Opposition to a new dance pol.
icy barring all dorms and clubs
from sponsoring rock 'n' roll
dances in the SUB Ballroom,
which was passed last week
by the Student Union Board, has
proved successful.
The Union Board reversed its
Policy and will now allow dorms
, and clubs . to SPonsor dances
as has been the policy in the
pa.st.
However, the policy that was
passed at the Tuesday after.
noon meeting does include a few
changes from pa.st policy.
Included in the changes is a
thirty dollar charge for main.
tenance of the ballroom.
Another change will make the
dorm or club resPonS.ible for
having a check to cover both
the cost of the band and main.
tenance in the Activities Office
one week prior to the dance.
Opposition to the dance pol.
icy, which was led by Tim Wing,.
SGA social vice-president, focused on the point that adoption
of the Policy would limit the
participation of students and stu.
· dent grQ\lps.

Guilty
Thomas Hayton, 18, of Seattle, was found
guilty yesterday of unlawful sale of narcoticso Hayton's defense attorney failed in
his attempt to prove entrapment on the part
of the Ellensburg Police Department. ·-(Sketch by Terry Parker)

..

in financial sources if they could
not sponsor a dance, which is
one of their major sources of
income.
The policy passed last · week
was aimed at reducing the loss
of SUB funds and damage to
the SUB Ballroom due to these
dances.
Wing, who proposed the plan
that was eventually adopted,
feels that by charging sponsoring
groups a higher fee to cover the
maintenance the SUB should be
3.ble to reduce its losses.
"I feel that the policy they have
passed solves the basic prob.
lems that we have and is also
fair to all involved," Wing con.
eluded.

lnscape SponsOrs
Pulitzer Poet
Richard Eberhart, Pulitzer
Prize winner for poetry in 1966,
will give a reading of his own
poetry Wednesday, May 31, at
8 p.m. in SUB 208. The read·
ings are being sPonsored by the
SGA and Inscape,
Eberhart received the Pulit·
zer Prize for his latest book,"Richard Eberhart: selected
Poems 1930-1965."

It was also stated that dorms
the clubs wou~d be very limited
" \ : i.· \r

•
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Central's Twin Dorms
Honor Namesakes
More than 200 faculty mem.
bers and students attended Cour.
son-Muzzal Hall dedication cere.
monies last Sunday.
The event paid tribute to Ken"'
neth Courson and Ernest Muz.
zall, for whom the buildings
were named.
Courson attended;· Muzzall,
now deceased, was represented
by his wife.
Appraisals of the two men were
delivered by Maurice Pettit and
Samuel Mohler of the Central
faculty.
The event, emceed by Muz.
zall President Mike Foglia, was
highlighted by comments by
President Brooks, vocal selec.

MRS. ERNEST MUZZALL
The Barto blood-letting, alias Red Cross Blood Drive, netted a grand total of 71 pints of
blood from healthy SWeecy students Tuesday. Ted Johnson, co-chairman of the annual blood
· drive, said, "More people should try to find out about these things ahead of time. Everything went very smoothly but we could have handled many more students." The blood drive
was sponsored by the Arnold Air Society.
(Photo by Tom Seaward)

Your College
KENNETH COURSON

Bookstore
GRADUATION CARDS,
ANNOUNCEMENTS ANo·GIFTS
Stop in soon and see our
Selection

tions by Connie Harris, and the
unveiling of portraits of em.
eriti Courson and Muzzall.
Guests toured the high-rise.s
following the Sunday ceremonies
and were served refreshments
by Courson women.
During the ceremonies, recogc
nition was paid to Ralph Burk.
hart, high.rise architect , for
the award he received for the
Muzzall-Cour son design.
The occasion marked the first
public appearance of the new
Miss Sweecy 1 Rayma Bailie.

Board Okays Changes
The CWSC Board of Trustees
recently approved 18 new ap.
pointments to the 1967-68 facul.
ty. They announced administrative changes including the naming of Dr. Donald Baepler, pres.
ently assistant to the presi.
dent, as dean of administration.
The new faculty appointments
are Dr •. Richard Covington as
director of Hebeler Elementary
School, who replaces Dr. WU.
liam Gaskell who is joining the
Education department faculty;
Thomas Da.lglish as assistant to
the preside11t and special assist.
ant attorney general; and Dr.
Raeburne Heimbeck as director
of the honors program. Dr.
Heim beck replaces Dr. Robert
Yee who will head a new pro-

gram of Southeast Asia Studies.
Changes in the administration
include Dr. Ray Smith, director
of the humanities program: Dr.
Frank Price, assistant graduate
dean; Dr. Yee, director of South.
east Asia Studies; Dr. Elwyn
Odell, coordinator of multi-disciplinary seminars; and David
Burt, executive secretary of
Symposium.
Resignations were accepted
from Dr. Gerald Moulton, edu.
cation; Lester McKim, foreign
languages; Dr. Rudolf Merkel,
mathematics; Milton McDer.
mott, associate director of ad.
missions; Dr. Lillian Lauer,
psychology; Mrs. Catherine
Laing and Miss Gail Whiting,
both English.

Psych students,
getting ready for a couch of your own?
Start saving now at NB of C and you'll have it sooner than you
imagine. Your savings work harder with Daily Interest at 4% per
annum, compounded and paid quarterly. Depa.sit or withdraw
whenever you like . .. without losing interest. Come in today.

Open 7:30-8 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
11 a.m.-4 p.m~ Saturday

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

NBC

Mernt>oe fe:ero' Oeoosn In su rance Corporation
JACK REITSCH; Manager, Ellensourg Branch, 5th and Pearl
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Wolfsehr Defends Fines
By JAN WELANDER

according to a survey made ten
Staff Reporter
years ago, is 3 per cent.
Central's library fine system
The pressure to get books in
has been the sub}ecf -or 1nooh---on time has been brought on
criticism. Many student andfac. by Central' s increasing enroll.
ulty comments have been made ment. The student who keeps
on this subject.
a book out often has the only
"It's much too harsh. - It's copy.
not an incentive to get books
"IPs not the loss of the book,
back on time. More students but the students who lose time
are discouraged from check. that we are concerned about,''
ing out the books/' one junior Marie Anschutz, circulation di.
said in speaking of the 50 cents rector said.
first day . 25 cents every sue.
When books are overdue, a
ceeding day fine system.
notice is now sent.
"It's the. delinquents who op. _ "A student has no right to
pose the fine system. They're
receive a notice. His notice
the ones it hurts," Clifford Wolf.
is the date due in the book,"
sehr, assistapt director of u.
Wolf sehr said.
braries said in response to the
"We have one of the highest
charge.
fine systems, however the Uni.
The new fine system was in.
versity of Washington's is quite
stituted at the beginning of the
similar," Wolfsehr said com.
spring quarter in an effort to
menting on the fine itself. There
get books turned in on time. it is 50 cents for the first three
Last yP.ar at the highest point,
days and 10 cents for each sue.
Central' s overdue rate hit 15 ceeding day.
per cent. The natio.na.l average,
"Lib r a r i e s infrequent.

The Central Washington State College stage band and the
Central Swingers are boarding this bus for a tour of Western Washington this week. The two concert groups left
Monday afternoon for their two-day tour.

Plans are under way for
the final meeting of the ad hoc
committPe
on
registration.
During frlis final meeting, committee members will compile
the co.:. 1 ected information into a
report w be given to the ad·
ministration.

enta Plans Institute
A !'~ational Defense Education

tant director. The teachmg staff

Act Institute for advanced study
m civics is slated for a six

will mclude Jame.s Alexander

week Southeast Asian Institute
Central this summer. Dr.
Robert Yee, chairman of Cen.
tral' s politicai science depart..
ment, will serve as director
of the institute.
By the admissions deadline of
March 20, nearly 500 nationwide
applications had been received
from secondary teachers. Of
these only 30 were admitted to
the institute.
VISUAL AIDS SHOWN
The institute was designed with
the major objective of gaining
an in.depth understanding of
Southeast Asia. Material cover.
ed will include the latest in bibli.
ographical material, films, film
strips$ and other visual aids re.
lated to Southeast Asia. Also
stressed will be the growing
political and strategic impor.
tance of Southeast Asia.
In addition to Dr. Yee, the
staff of the institute will in.
elude: Lynn Denney from Gol·
dendale, Washington, as assis.

of Central, Clarence Knuthfrom
San Diego State College, and
Sir Allen of Whitman. Sir Allen
was at one time British am.
bassador to Burma. -.·isiting lee.
turers are also scneduled
throughout the institute.

MEETINGS SCHEDULED
Included in the program of
the institute will be tri-weekly
lectures concerning cultural.
geographical, and politicalprob.
lems. In the afternoons ten.
member colloquia will take these
topics for examination in depth.
On Tuesday and Thursday morn..
ings the institute will review
the varied audiovisual mat.
erials. Guest lecturers . will be
heard during the evenings.
This institute is one of sev.
eral which is sponsored nation.
wide by the Depa.rtment ·of
Health, Education and Welfare.
From the institute the teachers
will receive seven credits in
the · graduate political science
area.

The car hit Palm about mid·
section as he ran into the street
dodging some water. He waved
the car on, not realizing that he
cut one of his thumbs on the
grill.
When Palm discovered the two.
inch gash, he went to the head
residents' apartment, where he
was met by ML_ and Mrs. Joe
Hauser.
"He had his hands all covered
with blood and my husband took
him down to the infirmary,"
Mrs. Hauser said.
Hauser drove him from the in·
firmary to Kittitas Valley Community Hospital, where Palm

Wildcats Win
arateAward

" •• Jines no tun •• "

size, Witherspoon explained.
Besides studying registration
procedures of other schools, the
committee polled students . at
spring registration to find out
as much as Possible about reg.
istration.
Comparisions were made bP·
tween what students would like
to have taken, and what they were
able to get.

~t.

S.41
HERE!!

~~MORE!!

pai·tic1pated in the Karate Championsmps organized by the Inshirr Karate Association of Ta..
coma.

!'!le sponsor and dirPctor 10r
th· championships was S<->nsei
St~ve Armstrong! onf' of thrPe in
tl1P Caucasian world to hold an
l-'ight dan black bf:.lt. Armstrong
is alsp tht: main instructor of
thtJ Central Karate Club. Cen.

'ral 's KaratP Club was singled
om from '.he other 186 partici·
.r:J.nts from a I! the west~rn states
for special com meindation for

ALL OUR GUARANTEED USED CARS

AND

... s1995
s2&95

'66 C'Jstom fordor Sedan
Aut~ .. Steering, Broke,

v.a.

352· ·

'66 Country Sedan 6 Pass.
Radio, heater, Auto . Steering, 50,000 Mile Warranty

'2095
'66 Fairlane 500 2-Dr. Convert. .... '2745
66 Custom 500 2 Dr. Sedan ..
'1995
'65 Ford Custom 4-Dr. Sedan
'1465
'63 Ford XL 2-Dr. H.T . ....
.s1495
'66. Cornet 4 dr. Sedan ....
Rod10,

auto . power 1leenng, new car warranty

-' · ipeed, Sharp ,

50.000

Mile Worronty , 390 Eng .

Under

5000

1

Auto., radio. Steering. V-8 enq .,New Car '-Narron"'

Powe•

!lee""9.

power

broke,,

cu tomot tr

T-Bird Engine

A1• Cond1t1oninq. Automatic, Radio, Powe r Steering

See our cars on Display a~ the Mall on Sweecy

Day.Kelleher Motor ·co.
6th & Pearl

instruction in Kai·atf-' this
summer, daily bl?tween 11 aom.
and 1 p,m . in th~ uppn g-;m.

SIMON

Phone 925-1408

GARFUNKLE

ARE DIFFICULT TO DANCE TO-SO DANNY WARD & THE SPEAKERS WILL BE
HERE FOR YOU~ ENTERTAINMENT (ETC.) SWEECY WEEKEND

THEE

"E

Those representing Central's

KaratP Club were; Steven Gray,
Mi.kt"" Beach1 Stev<~ Ruhl 1 Jim
Matc;linson, Greg Reynolds,
Toms Sherry, Bruce McDavies,
Gan• Morris, and Greg Bender.
Ther were accompanied by their
spcnsor, Jacques J. Wachs, assistant professor of French.

The club will be open for class

was treated for the laceration.
P alm left the hospital in good
condition.

The ad ·hoc committee was established in November of 1966,
"to look into registration," Y. T.
Witherspoon, committee chairman and dean of students said.
The purpose of the committee
is to recommend the most feasible registration proceedure and
to study and make recommenda..
tions about registration proceedure s as the college grows in

Nint Central students l'ect.•ntly

:heir finP sportsmanship.

Palm lniures Thumb on Grill
Donald Palm, a freshman at
Whitney . Hall, was injured by an
unidentified automobile during a.
water fight on upper campus re.
cently.

~<f>>:': .

CLIFFORD WOLFSEHR

Ad Hoc Committee Ends Survey

Concert Tour

at

ly change their fine systems t0
meet the times. A fine, to be
a deterent, must be harsh,''
Wolfsehr explained.
"Fines are no fun to any
library staff. It is the bigge s t
headache there is.

WED.-FRl.-SAT.

Dean of Men Notes Sweecy

Why Not Mariiuana?
are

Our laws against the use and sale of Marijuana
social hypocrisy. They should be repealed.
We say this not because we would recommend the use of
marijuana, even if it were legal. We think users are escapists in full flight from life and reality.
We · think that users are sensually and perceptually
stunted. We think that pot deludes them into thinking that
they can feel and that they can see. ·
We will always prefer the real world to a world that
has to be drugged into existence. What we -don't Uke
about the world as it is, we will work to change.
Yet we believe that marijuana should be legalized. Our
society should legalir.e marijuana because it has chosen to
sanction the con5umption of alcohol beverages and ·the
smoking of tobacco. Admittedly, at first glance the com·
parison sounds ridiculous.
But any correlation between marijuana smoking and crime
is infinitesmal compared to the direct relationship of
drinking to a majority of. crimes.
Tendency of prolonged use marijuana to lead to un·
Willingness or inability to cope with reality takes a more
proper perspective when compared to the effects that ex·
cessive drinking has had on millions of American achol·
ics.
Certainly, physiological damage that accompanies exce SS•
es of marijuana use can be no worse than that which rots
the livers of boozers and the lungs of smokers.
Marijuana is not physically addictive. It can be psy·
chologically habit forming. As can alcohol and tobacco.
The correlation between dope addicts who first smoked
marijuana is no more damning than the correlation be·
tween hard liquor alcoholics who first drank beer. And on.
And on. And on.
The simple truth is that we are a society of hypocrites.
My moral vice is human. I know its consequences and it
is my choice. Your moral vice is dangerous, unneccessary, and there ought to be a law.
We would emphasize that we do not condone violation
of laws believed unjust. We advocate their repeal through
legitimate legislative channels. Violation of narcotics
statutes is colossal stupidity.
We contend that strict, enforced legislation is needed
in those ares where individual excesses endanger the rights
of others in society.
Private use .of marijuana should be legalized.

Day Plannirig
Don Wise, dean of men will
seeing his first Sweecy
Weekend this year. New to C en-·
· t:ral 's campus this year he has
yet to view the happenings of
this controversial weekend.
.be

j

"I am very impressed with the
amount at. solid planning that has
gone , into -this weekend. The
amount of work that has already
been done in preparing for the
day is unbelievable and I am
looking forward to watching the
events tomorrow," Wise com.
mented.
"If a few losers manage
to foul this up for all of the kids
who are pleased and proud to be
at Central, I am going to be very
disappointed because afun weekend at the end of the year makes
sense to me," Wise concluded.

Inquiry

Play It Cool
This is Sweecy weekend. Tomorrow is Sweecy Day.
That SGA has been allowed to plan a Sweecy weekend at all this
year is a testimony to administrative faith in the basic responsibility of students.
In its later stages last year, Sweecy Day took on several aSo
pects of a drunken brawl. College students showed up at major
events plowed to the eyeballs. Groups of inebriated collegians
sauntered the streets alienating normally hospitable townsfolk.
One obnoxious public partier was asked to tone down his actions by former Dean of · Men James Quann. Quann received a
clip on the jaw for his efforts.
It was Quann who left a letter behind urging a re-considerao
tion of Sweecy Day organization and purpose.
An SGA Sweecy Day committee rejected as unfeasiable the
idea of a mid-week celebration of the event. Thus, nothing has
been done or, realistically, could have been done to control irresponsible collegiate revelers.
There can be little doubt that the fate of Sweecy Day depends
on student conduct this year . Students will have to carouse
like adults-discretely.
So, gang, play 1 play, play in the tradition of Sweecy Days
past. But play it cool.

-From Other Co/feges-------

Facu Ity Pays Speakers
----Associated Collegiate 1-'ressBATON ROUGE , La. (ACP) - M i n t julep-sipping analysts
who delight in the dissection of the lethargic temper of Louisi.
ana. State University will find faculty rather than students in the
limelight these days, says the "Daily Reveille."
Putting them there is t.."1e proposed Faculty For um a project
to solicit funds from faculty and a dministration to b;ing two or
th.ree top speaker s to campus each year with the hope that they
will jolt students out of their apa thy and stimulate discussion
of current critical issues •
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EDITOR'~ NO.TE-:
Mr o Klucking questions Crier
use of Dan Willson's recent let.
ter to the Faculty Senate depict.
ing low faculty morale. He sug.
gests we used the letter without
author Willson's permission. He
is right. Crier reporters (and
students) were tarred from the
Senate meeting where the com.
munication was introduced. We
had a choice: print a story com.
posed of ra.ndom observations by
anonymous Senate members or
print exactly what Willson said.
We felt the :ia.tter would be more
objective. Therefore, we obtained a copy of the letter from
a news sourceo

To the Editor:
With !'eference to the lead
article, ''Willson Hits LowMor.
ale," in the May 12 issue of the
Campus Crier, I would like to
know the following:
1. Why did you bother to ask
Dr. Wills on if you could use his
letter in the Crier?
2. When you were given a refusal, why did you use the let.
ter?
Edward P. Klucking
Associate Professor of Biol.
ogy

Movie Morals
To the editor:
In the last issue of the "Crier"
two young ladies from Courson
Hall made some remarks about
the films that the Liberty The~
atre recently scheduled, They
referred to "the conspicuous
lack of suitable family and child
entertainment" available pres·
ently. Rather than discouraging

the manager of the Liberty for
this selection of films, they
should praise him. The majority
of .these films are the finest being
produced today.
"Dear John" was 1966 Oscar
nominee for the best foreign
film. If they had condescend·
ed to attend such ''An uninhibit·
ed exposition of the onrush of.
physical desire," (their quote),
they would have seen something
just as beaut1ful as "The Sound
of Music'' with the incompar.
ably virtuous Julie Andrews.
Michael Caine's spy movief
are the .b est being made today
aside from Burton's fantastic
performance in "The Spy Who
Came In From The Cold." In
a light tone they manage to con.
vey some of the realism and
"dirt" associated with the pro·
fessiono
"Georgy Girl, " nominated for
several Oscars including Lynn
Redgrave for best acress, is out·
standing except for the fact that
it is completely overshadowed
by "Morgan," in which Lynn's
sister was nominated for best
actess.
"Blow-up," "Best Film of
1966," National Society of Film
Critics, and recently acknowledged as the be st film of the
Cannes Film Festival, is fantastic. This film exhibits the ·
best photographic production
available today. Michelangelo
Antonioni can make us. take a .
deep ·took into ourselves. He
depicts us, and our youth, as
we are, symbolically sterile,
empty, doing nothing, and nev·
er thinking. I can see why the
two young ladies might not care
to see this show.
These shows beautifully dir·
ected and edited, and the act·

Ing is superb, as should be ob·

vious from the Oscar nominations. This show calender did
lack "family entertainment";
however, for students to con·
tinually desire the calibre of
the shows coming this summer
.is rediculous.
Why not attend thesefinefilms
with a slightly different attitude. If you'll open yourself
up, you'll "feel" some emo·
tions you've never allowed your·
self pefore.
Congratulations to the Liber..
ty for allowing us the oppor..
tunity to see this array of fine
films!
Gary Fredericksen
Beck Hall

One

Side?

To the Editor:
What a quarter this has been :
"Revolution,'' Symposium, mar..
ijuana . and LSD, Bishop Pike,
"Tiny Alice," faculty morale.
It is an atmosphere of criticism
and attack, of kicking against the
fences, which some have labeled
''The ferment in our colleges.''
. It occurs to me that we at
Central hav~ been the victims
of a very one-sided presentation.
There are some thinking pe~
pie we haven't heard from very
often this quarter. Accused of
looking at the world through rose
colored glasses, these people do
agonize over human suffering.
Accused of being naive, when
c.ommitted to their ideals, these
people have virtually set the
world on fire t
Although we have been tolct
that marriage inhibits one's
freedom and that fidelity is old
(Continued on Page 5)

-On .The

Law--------------------------------

The Question of Narcotics Legislation
~Pro-byNormanGran~----~-----~----~Con-byAu~o~Anonymous~
I am in support of caine and marihuana, no addiction 1::,
laws controlling the
apparent, that is, no physical addle·
sale of hallucinatory
tion. But what about a psychological
drugs for two main
addiction? All of these drugs have
reasons; first, be·
one thing in common. They all pro~
cause of the abuses
duce a hallucinatory experience. What
Which OCCUr I and Se Ca
good is a hallucinatory experience to the
ondly, because of the
individual other than as another method
dangerous side ef.
of escape? These abuses, therefore,
fects.
are inimical to the growth of a healthy
In our society, a law
society.
·
is enacted for the proThe second Point I wish to pursue
tection of the entire
is that of the dangerous side effects of
NORMAN
public. With each
the drugs. We have already covered
GRANDE
freedom we also have
the addictive qualities of the opiates,
a responsibility. Responsibility shows ' but what of the habit forming drugs?
itself when laws are enacted for the
Wouldn't the weak individual succumb
good of ,all and not for just a small
to the psychological dependency of these
segment of society.
drugs? As with alcoool, all people
Responsibility also shows itself when
who drink are not alchoholics, yet all
laws are changed through letters and
alcoholics drink.
debate, not defiance and destruction.
It would seem that this same raHow does th~s apply to drugs? Through
tionale would hold true with narcotics of
the realization of the need for rethis type, including · LSD. LSD regula
sponsible action in dealing with potention is highly necessary, if for no oth·
tially dangerous drugs.
er reason than to prevent the need·The beneficial uses of drugs by the
less deaths (need I document?) which
medical profession cannot be over.
occur from the indiscriminate use of
emphasized for the prevention, cure,
this dangerous drug,
or the arresting of disease. Every~
I will close by asking what good are
body benefits.
these drugs when not in the hands of
a qualified medical man? Do they pro·
When drugs are abused, the intent
mote a healthy physical and psychologia
of the drugs are no longer for the
cal growth? It would seem that society
benefit of society, but physical and
has an obligation to protect morally
psychological enslavement and quick
weak individuals from destroying them.
profit,
selves through the indiscriminate use
With the addicting drugs such as opium
of these potentially dangerous hallucina·
and its derivitives, the consequences
tory drugs,
of use are well known. With the habit
Norman R. Grande
for ming drugs, however. such as enSenior
0
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fashioned, these people see mar..
riage as an opportunity for self
realization, and the home and
family as vital to the develop.
ment of the new members of
our human society. They under.
stand sex as an expression of
love and commitment, beautiful
in its proper contex, even sac.
ramental.
Although we have been told
that "power" is the only way
to achieve equal rights, these
people cling to the-conviction that
poverty and discrimination are
only the symptoms of a far
more basic problem: the need
to recognize another man's hu.
manity, All the new laws and
power plays cannot resolve the
way a man feels toward his bro..
ther. To accomplish this, we
need to change men before they
can change institutions.
As a result of this .kind of
thinking, their approach to a
problem is creative rather than
destructive. Within the freedoms

and controls of this society they
recognize the opportunity for
true human expression to occur
if they can only change the men
who use, and often abuse, these
freedoms and controls. Their
key word is "resurrection,n and
it simply means to bring to life
new creatures. To replace the
"old man", who is self cen..
tered and materialistically ori.
ented, with a new man, who in
the recognition of his humanity
gives himself to his neighbor
to establish a relationship mark.
ed by hon~sty, openness, and
something few people under.
stand, love,
You will find these people
"kicking against the fences"
too, some fences must go, but
far more often you will find
them building and supporting,
and in thP. face of all the prob ..
1ems1 unbelievably ha.ppyr The
people I have been talking about
are called "Christians." rt~
would broaden our understand..
ing to hear more from ~hem.
Gilbert E. Splett

Viet Students Protest
(ACP)-South Vietnamese students are continuing to pro·
test the existence of foreign schools and the teaching of
the French language in South Vietnam, according to the
Asian Student Bulletin in New Delhi.
The Bulletin Report, contained in the Asian Student, newspaper for Asian students in the United States, said that
Saigon students have fotmed a new organization-Com.
mittee for the Use of Vietnamese at University Level and
Against Foreign Schools in Vietnam--to intensify their
struggle for the closing of schools teaching foreign langu.
ages, especially French.
A seminar held recently in Saigon under the auspices
of the new body demanded an end to teaching in the French
language. "It is absurd that the government does not
control the presence of foreign culture, a seminar spokesg
man told newsmen. "The maintenance of French schools
and the use of a foreign language in the university is an
~ult

to Vietnamese education "

....._.--------~.......-..--.

The marijuana laws
in this. country are un·
just and should ·be
changed.
Because
marijuana is placed
under · the Federal
Narcotics Laws, the
use of Pot carries the.
same punishment as
the use of heroin.
Marijuana is not a
narcotic; it is not addictive.
. The p<>t laws were
passed during a per.
iod of hysteria in which accounts ot
rape, murder, robbery, and other anti·
social behavior were said to be dir·
ectly attributable to the use of mar·
ijuana. These so-called "facts" have
been found to be based on faulty evi·
dence. "The RePort of the Mayor's
Committee" (a committee set up by
the mayor of New York City, con·
sisting of fifteen MD's and two PhD's
of the New York Academy of Medi·
cine), an objective report concerning
the sociological and physiological ef·
fects of the drug, states that mari- ·
juana does not lead to crime and is not
addictive. There are many such reports in the U.s. today, but our government still chooses to ignore them. ·
The worst thing about marijuana is
the law against it. The laws are barbaric. An example is the case of Ker·
rigan Gray, who was arrested in Seat·
tle for selling marijuana to a "friend"
:informer) and was sentenced to con·

· 0 pinion Page
Contributors
On Anonymous
Because of severe laws ban·
ning the use of marijuana,
contributors to this · article
have chosen to remain anony·
mous. Many of them say they
have taken "pot." We present it unsigned only because
we feel its contents should
be considered when Crier .
readers judge existing drug
laws.

On Grande
Norman Grande, a senior at
Centra, is 23-years-old, He
·has been in the Air Force.
Upon graduation this June, he
will join Northwest Airlines
as a flight instructor. During his stint at Central he has
se~ved as assistant head resi- ·
dent at North Hall. His major
is History.

Iletters To The Editor I
Letters from all persons to
the CRIER editor are welcome
and printed as space allows.
Letters should not exceed 300
words and must be type writ•
ten, d"'lble spaced, stined, and
rP..:-eived in the CRIER otfice
top floor al. the :, UB, no late;
than the Sunday before Friday's
Ptlblication.
Student editors shall have the
authority to accept or reject
all letters or Portions of let.
ters and to decide the actual
. treatment of letters as to space
allotment, P3'e placement head
siz~ md time of public~ion.
Na.me ..:; and positions al. writers
will ap}.Jea;- in the paper and no
unsiitled letters will be ac•

cepted.

current twenty year terms _in Walla
Walla. The prosecuting attorney tried
unsuccessfully to get consecutive sentences which would keep him in pri·
son past the year 2000! He has been
in jail since May 4, 1965. The first
fourteen months he was in maximum
security with murderers, rapists, and
hardened addicts. Another example is
the marijuana law· in Colorado which
states that if a person is convicted of
selling Pot for ' a second time (to a
person under 25), it is a capital of.
fenser
What are people afraid of? As "Pot
users", perhaps we can explain the phys.
lological and psychological effects
of marijuana and let you draw your own
conclusions.
First, we'll describe the physiological
effects. A new awarness of the body
is realized; the normal sense are in·
tensified. Because Qf the intensification .
of sensation, the mind experiences an
extreme awareness of the environment.
In this way, we could say that mari·
juana is a catalyst for understanding
the nature of the world we live in.
It is also a catalyst in understand·
ing the mind. Concentration (though the
span is often shortened) is greatly in·
tensified. What can be learned through
· this intense concentration depends upon
the direction taken by the individual.
We aren't · suggesting that everyone
should smoke "grass", but we do'believe
that
the
laws concerning mari·
juana shoud be abolished so that those
who would like to use it, can do so.

The
DROP-IN
by Dick Trapp.
When I was an impressionable young lad, in the days
before the V.C., the DMZ, the Great Society, and preven.
tive legislation helped knock the bottomoutofour economy,
my father would give me a pittance each week for doing
things like taking out the garbage :;uid making my bed.
He would give me this money each Saturday morning
and I would immediately hop on my bicycle, which had
one training wheel smaller than the other, and pedal
furiously to the store and blow 1t all on jelly beans.
Since they were relatively inexpensive, I could buy a
large quantity with my meager funds. I would eat about
a pound· and a half between the counter and the door, and
by the time I had pedaled increasingly larger circles home,
I'd be high because jelly beans affected me that way.
I would stealthily float into the house, lock myself
in my room, and beat out a rhythm to my "Let's Hear
a Story" records.
·
It was a wonderful feeling, but one day my Utopian Sa·c.
urdays met an obstacle. Myfather, who was then and i.s now,
an erstwhile lawyer, began playing Perry Mason and
discovered my personal Happy Hour.
This particular Saturday, I had returned home slightly
higher than usual. As I headed in the general directic n of
my room, his voice blew my cool with a bang.
"Son, come here. I'd like to talk to you."
I walked into the living room, and he began witli..J ut a
preamble,
"Jelly beans are bad for your constitution/' he intoned.
"You can't think clearly, you can't make rational decisions,
and your pants are falling down. 1 •
"It's not the jelly beans themselves, but they can lead
to bigger things. Suppose you eventually don't gP,t a kick
out of jelly beans. What then? You go on to big£er things
until you eventually end up hooked on chocolate,' '
He said the word "chocolate" the way a ..;pinster says
''thigh", and I knew I was in for it.
"Therefore," he continued, "from now on, you will get
half of what you used to for buying school supplies and
I will put the other half in the bank for you."
'
"Yeah, but I'm oot hooked or anything, I just like them
once in a while," I said~
"I don't want to hear any more about it. I'm doing this
for your own good, and you'll thank me some day. Besides,
if you don't know what's good for you, I'll show you."
I slunk out of the room, but his action was futile
because I began borrowing paper and pencils and eatin~
jelly beans on the playground after school. And I never
got hooked on chocolate.
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Ben Hur
Hopeful Ben Hur's (left to right) Dave Kent, Bob Hungabe, Larry Potts and Chris Held
put the fL11ishing touches on the chariot they will enter in the annual Sweecy Day Chariot
racing event. The Chariot event will be held at 2 P.• m. tomorrow.

Why Wait Til Eight?

Low Long Distance
Rates Are In Effect
All Day Sunday
Do your family long distance
telephoniRg on Sunday. You
can call anywhere in the
U.S.* and talk 3 minutes for
$1. 00 or less.
•Except Alaska and Hawaii .
Station to Station first 3 minutes
plus tax .

~

\...

}

f'_

/

ELLENSBURG
TELEPHONE CO.

Groups Feature Action
Barbeque s, greased pigs and
poles, .and decorated chariots
are just a few of the mighty
wonders featured this weekend
for Central's annual sweecyDay
celebration.
Dorm competition will be hot
and heavy during the alma mater
fun-go-round and betting is liable
to be the same in the Barto
gambling casino Friday night.
Play money can be acquired by
gambling enthusiasts for a nom
inal fee. Who can resist the
black jack table when Miss Sweecy is dealing? Barto's "Lit·
tie Las · Vegas" will also fea.
ture craps tables and two stage
shows.
Quigley Hall is sponsoring its
own television "Dating Game",
minus television. Four games
will be played, two with a boy
choosing from three girls and
two with a girl choosing from
three boys. Students playing the
game wer~ chosen from repre. sentative dorms on campus. Winning couples will be treated to a
night out in such restaurants
as the Space Needle in Seattle,

'1,HA'I~

l~l~ltS
l~ttttl~

1n .
Champmn
Oxford

Rosellini's 4-10, and Alphonses
in Tacoma. There will be a
small cover charge of .25 cents
to watch., Jim Creevy will act
as master of ceremonies forthe event.
Girls galore are the highlight
of Munson Hall's "Mouse's Wig·
gle." A nightclub atmosphere is
the setting for featured acts,
The Three A Go-go, dancers,
and the Sensuous Seven chorus
line. Singers and Hawaiian dan.
cers will also be entertainini
for the three floor shows. The
Munson Mice, patterned after
the Playboy Bunnies, will be
official hostesses for the event.
Courson Hall flicks will fea·
ture old time movies of the
Laurel & Hardy era. The
show, beginning at 7 p.m, Fri·
day will run approximately an
hour and ten minutes.
The RHS sponsored Dunk Tank
wlll give students a chance to
get back at their dorm presi·
dents ana SG A officers; all is
in fun, of course.
Trophies will he given to win·
ners in such events as the greased pig chase, greased pole climb,
and for the chariot race and
decorations, both for men and
women.

Putting the f4\ishing touches on Anderson Hall's entry in
the Sweecy Day Chariot races are (left to right) Kathie
Bair, Cheryl Collins and Claudi Cowan, all of Anderson
Hall. Awards will be given for winners of the race as
well as the best decorated chariot.

Other featured events are the
kite flying contest ; car show;
SGA dance, with HKathy and the
Unusualsn and " The Emergency
Exit"; and a student rodeo.

Dave's

Barber Shop
Open9-6

Sauna
Open9-9

High Flyer

MondayWomen'sDay
12-9

In The Plaza
~lift This classic . is your look this year!

w•••••-

Finishing Touches ·

Tim Briffet and Lon Lembert of Elwood Manor take a final
check of the kite they will enter in the SWeecy Day kite
flying contest. The kite flying contest will be held this after.
noon between 4·6 p.m.

Keds® Champion Oxford comes in

tapered or pointed toe-and in- every
Keds color. The really "IN," look.
Just think of the slim, easy style and the new Keds
Quality. Lighter, durable. This year's Champion Ox-

McCULLOUGH M 'U SI(
-Now Has

''Fisher''
Compone~t Stereo Sets
-For The Finest In ListeningLessons-Ren ta Is-:-Sa Ies-Sheet Music
Third and Pine

Telephone 925-2671

Director Requests
Updating Of Files
Graduating seniors who have
accepted a position are remind·
ed to come to the Placement
Office, Barge Hall, room 308,
and fill out a job acc.e ptance
card for their credential file.
"It is important that this be
done prior to the graduate leav·
ing campus," Dean Owens,
placement director, said.
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Coin-Grabbers Invade SUB
MARLENE BLOOMQUIST
Staff Reporter
Those push-button, pull-lever,
turn-handle, hard:to-work, fan·
gle-dangle, automated, alwaysout-of-order, food-producing me·
chanical marvels known as the
vending machines have invaded
the SUB.
By

Yes, the peaceful, pleasant, .
personal service known to those
who have in the past patronized
the SUB may be on the verge of
becoming nothing more than .
words pasted into the pages of
history 'as "the good old days''.
That cup of coffee or glass of
coke which was once so gracious·
ly handed over the counter in re·
turn for a dime, now comes
clunking and clanging from a slot
in a cold impersonal square bulk
of metal machinery, that is if

nothing goes wrong.
COINS LOST
It is no longer possible to have
a quarter and expect to get a
coke. For the machine's hunger
for dimes and nickles has made
change next to impassible to
find.
Even those individuals lucky
enough to find a dime have not
escaped the machine's wrath.
The ever-hungry, alwaysgreedy machine will snatch the
precious coin from finger tips
and gloat in quiet contentment,
returning nothing.
Or, in return for punching the
coke button the gracious machine
will fill the waiting cup with
orange.
The coffee machine ls never
to be out-done. It gives a bountl·
ful supply of coffee in an over
turned cup, or graciously re0
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·turnes your dime, again and
again and again.
IMPERSONAL .MACHINES
However, the advantagesof the
glorious vending machine can
not be limited to its accurate
and concise service.
Its personality must be taken
in account. Its cold, unfriendly,
face greets each customer with
an uncaring glare and complete
silence. n wastes no time with
the hello, please, or thank-you
chit-chat of the human waitress.
Thfs wonderful scientific machine could not lower its dignity
to that of a sociable human being.
Students of this automatic
space age are indeed lucky creatures. They know the blessings
of that fantastic, accurate, everapathetic mechanical replacement for ·the SUB waitress.

Baebler Predicts Name Change
Many sides of the "make Central a University" story have
been given, the majority of them
are studentPs tales. Perhaps the
most important side has been
neglected, the side gi_ven to the
Olympia legislature.
Dr. Donald H. Baepler, assistant to President Brooks tn·
cooperation with represent..
atives of WWSCand EWSC, presented to the state legislature
the following rationale for the
name change:
·~- ''The term "college" is ap.
plied today to undergraduate tn.
stitutions of reasonably large
s1ze, having more than one cur.
riculum, granting more than one
degree at both the g~·~'.l.iate and
undergraduate levels, and having
more than one subdivision of
the faculty, each reporting to
a dean.
FUNCTIONAL CHANGE
"The level of complexity for

most state colleges is not con.
sistant with the image of a
'college', but is indicative of
a 'university'/' the report con.
ttnued.
"Most people that are critical
of the name change have a dif.
ferent idea of a university than
I have. They are thinking of the
kind of institution like the Un.
lverslty of Washington," stated
Dr. Baepler.
"In Central's case, it ls a
name change, not a change of
function. It reflects what we
have already become," Dr.
Baepler added.
For example, Central grants
six degrees; three undergrad.
uate degrees and three graduate
degreeso Central emphasizes
teaclling, public service, and
research at the undergraduate
and graduate level. These are
all more characteristic of a

university than a, college.
NAME CHANGES
Dr. Baepler anticipates that
Central, along with Eastern and
Western, w111 become a univer.
slty adds, "It ls impossible
to predict when.''
"It took several sessions to
change the name from that ot
a normal school to Central Wash.
lngton College of Education, and
again to Central Washington
sra.te College," Baepler stated.
State colleges in Arizona,
Ohio, Illinois,
Texas, Wis.
conson, and others have recently
had their names changed to siate
universities.
''It is a trend across the coun.
try, as state colleges become
more complex," stated Baepler.

Lost Coin
The machine age has ultimately invaded ev~n the sacred
confines of Central's Student Union. To this student, the
peaceful, pleasant, personal service of the SUB waitress
has now been replaced with · the common frustration of
the lost coin.
Photo by Tom Seaward

Pizza Mia
Phone

925-1111

"If we don't change we are
going to lag behind again," Dr.
Baepler concluded.

Evening Delivery Sun. Through Thurs.

JEWELRY

•GIFTS•
And
Graduation
Cards

· There's Money
In Your

Used Textbooks

lllllJerrol's
11111111 book deDGrtment
- - - - - - 111 E.

8th AVE.

e

962-4137
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Dynamic _Dennett Drives Forward
A camera, short.cropped hair~
black-framed glasses, and a mot.·
to, 'Always Forward', describes
one of the busiest and most
ambitious students on the Cen.
tral campus.
John Dennett, a 20-year-old
sophomore from Tacoma, is the
man with a camera. John has
had a desire to be a "com.
municator" since his junior high
days. He is this year's editor
of the "Hyakem", a Quigley Hall
assistant head resident and a
!up time student.

This year John worked to pro.
duce over 3,000. annuals which
were passed out this week. He
spent part of Christmas vacation
and all of spring vacation work·
ing on the year book.
"I think it was a good coverage
of the 7 5th year, and I hope that
a few years from now it will
bring 'back memories of this
year,'' John said.
"Ever since seventh grade,
when I gave up the idea of being
a captain of an itinerant freight.
er, I have wanted to work for
1

GOING HOME
FOR THE SUMMER?
FOR MOVING OR
FURNITURE STORAGE
CALLJames L. Thompson

925-2800

Ellensburg Transfer Co.
407 West Fourth Ave.

PLAZA
RECORD .SHOP
IN THE PLAZA

LARGEST & LATEST STOCK
OF '>HONOGRAPH RECORDS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
\

ALSO:

G1Jitars
S•Jppli m'!nttuy Textbt>oks
RECORDED TAPES
Radios-Electric & Transistor
PHONO NEEDLES ·
Batteries
Tape Recorders
Blank Tapes
Portable Stereo Players
Wiring Accessories ·

Students-Bring · your broken phono & radios to
Plaza. We will' take to main store for repai.r.

OWNED & OPERATED 'BY DEAN'S T. V.

a newspaper to gain writing ex.
perience, · not as a career,"
Dennett said.
Influence by an eighth grade
journalism adviser interested
John in communications. He
worked on the "Tecumseh''
(yearbook) and the "Cougar
Tales'' (the newspaper during
the eighth grade.

NOT SATISFIED
John became the "Tecumseh"
editor in the ninth grade. When
he was not satisfied with the
quality of photos he was receiv.
ing, he started reading up on
photography ana producing his
own photos. At this time .. he
first became aware that photo.
graphy was a means of communi..
cations. While he was in the
ninth grade, he got his first
reporting job on a commer.
cial newspaper, the "Lakewood
Log."

By the time John was a sen.
ior at Curtis High School in
Tacoma, he was the associate
editor and a photographer on
"The Viking Shield" (newspa.
per), and chief photographer,
. business manager, and editor
of the yearbook "Valhalla." He
was also writing sports .news,
community news, and feature
stories for the "Tacoma Sub.
urban Times". He was em.
ployed · at a professional pho.
tography studio on weekends.
While employed at this studio
he refined his photography tech.
niques.

'Always ·Forward'
John Dennett, 66-6 7 editor of the Hyakem, passes out year
books to students this week. John has been interested in
journalism ever since he was in high school and even
though he has just helped produce Central' s largest year ..
book he is still looking for ways to improve yearbook
production.

Mccann Traces Life

The last of the ''Last Lec·
ture" series was held May 22,
in the Anderson Hall lounge.
SHOW PEOPLE
Dr.
Charles Mccann, dean of
"I learned here that I didn't
want to be a portrait photog. faculty, conducted the session.
A definition of the term "last"
grapher. I wanted to be able was discussed. "Last" could
to tell and show people ob·
mean "a going over of one's
jectively ," John commented.
footsteps," Mccann said.
John has a composite image ·
From this beginning, Mccann
of the type of "communicator"
began a "going over" of his
he would like to be. This image
life. Two turning points in his
is composed of three profes.
life were when he married and
sional communicators: ''Jim when he began teaching, haVing
Bishop, for his writing style ·only drifted until that time.
of describing people; Margaret
A question brought up was.11
Bourke.White, •Life' magazine
photographer; and John Gunther "how does one learn?u A lot
depends on circumstances, Mc·
for his flair for adventure, trav.
Cann said. It is hard to learn
el and meeting people."
from someone else because they
u1 am a people watcher all the
have had a different set of cir·
time, which works well with cum stances.
my job as a residence hall as.
Another is music or it can be
s istant,'' John said.
something in one's personality

and, of course a wife ," Mccann
said.

BonMarche
_Seleds Coeds
For Board

Two Central students, Noralee
Adkins, a freshman from Kirk·
land, and Noelle Eden, a fresh·
man from Seattle , have been
chosen to represent Central on
the Bon Marche Fashion Board
this summer.
The work will consist mostly
of sale s and publicity to help
the college-bound _student, Miss
Adkins explained.
The girls were chosen on the
basis of appearance, activities at
school, and past working exper.
ience.
·

ALLNEW

.H ONDA SPECIALS
NOW

305 Scrambler
90 Scrambler
90 Trail

Reg.

$365

5
Reg.

650

$745

Reg. $420 ...................... . ...... .. ..

................................... .. .....

JOHNSON'S HONDA
925-2688

s370
5

340

It's Love!
There she is. Your heart flutters. She's beautifUI.
She's graceful. Exciting. She's TOO EXPENSIVE!
That's no problem. There's a man at your nearby
NBW Banking Center who has the answer to low, cost Auto Loans. Next time you fall in love, see the
"little old matchmaker" at NBW.

At your service

COLLEGE
BANKING Ci)® CENTER
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'Cat Netmen Shqre EvCo Title
Central Washington State and
Whitworth College reign as Ev ..
ergreen Conference co-champ.
ions after last weekend's ten.
nis matches at CWSC.
Upon completion o last Sat.
urday' s matches, the Wildcats
and the Pirates stood atop the
standings - each had 31 points.
Eastern took third place with
26, followed by Western Washington with 16.
Central' s fantastic sophomore, Mark Morrill, won the
number one singles match, down.
ing John Riley of Eastern in
two straight sets, 6·3, 10.a, then
teamed with Dave McGill to
walk off with the doubles crown.
The Morrill-McGill duo tripped
Ed Bennett and Dave Hammond
of Whitworth, 4-6, 7.5, 6-1.

Singles

~hamp·

Mark Morrill braces himself for the return of a smash
during the number one singles honors last Saturday.
Morrill defeated John Leighton of Western in successive
sets to win the singles championship.
·
(Photo by Tom Seaward)

Wildcat Women 'Fourth
In Northwest Tennis Tourney
The Central Washington State
College women's tennis team re.
cently completed season play,
finishing with a 5·2 mark.
Last weekend, the Wildcats
sent four entrants to the Pacific
!'orthwest College Women's
Tennis Tournament in Ashland,
ore. Those making the trip in·
cluded Pat Van Amberg, first
singles; Ann Johnson, second
singles, and the number one
doubles team of Sue Zerby and
Jan Bate.
Van Amberg and Johnson did
not get beyond quarter finals
at Southern Oregon. The for.
mer was defeated in the quar..
ter round of first singles by
Pat Thomas of the University
of Puget Sound. The latter was
downed by Oregon State Univer.
sity' s Sher:ry Sevall.

The doubles team of Bate and
Zerby fared much better. The
dynamic duo swept into the
championship round, only to lose
the finals to Washington State.
Oregon State won the team
title with 16 points, followed
closely by WSU (15 points), Cen.
tral tied for third with the Uni.
versity of Oregon. The Wildcats
and Ducks each collected 5
points. The University of Mon..
tana finished fifth with 4 total
points.
This year's traveling squad
included Kathy O' Kelley, Mandy
Joslin, Pam Burke, Lou Greenlee, Van Amberg, Johnson, Zer.
by and Bate.
"I was real pleased with this
season's .results, even though
we were an -inexperienced
team," stated Miss Erlice Kil•
lorn, tennis coach.

SWIMMER VICTORIOUS
Morrill, the Wildcats' All.
American diving champ on the
one.meter boar~, and now Ev.
ergreen Conference numberone
ergreen Conference number one
singles ace, held off several
determined bids by Riley to

capture the singles title. After
gaining an easy 6.3 triumph in
the initial set, Morrill was
forced into extra games in order
to subdue, the surging Savage
10·8.

The rrumber one doubles match
saw McGill and Morrill drop the
first set to Whitworth'sfine pair
of Bennett and Hammond 6-4.
Faced with a win or else sit.
uatlon, the Central stars scrap..
ped back to even the match
with an exciting 7~5 win.
The third and decisive set
found the Wildcats coming back
and breaking service three
times in posting an easy 6·1
decision.

.TWO'S NOT SUCCESSFUL
Central Washington's number
two doubles team of Howard
Jensen and Dave Winn weren't
as successful as their number
one counterparts. The host num.
ber two squad dropped their
title encounter to the number
two team of Whitworth featuring
Cliff Hook and Phil Hegg. The
Jensen-Winn combination took

the first set 7·5, only to lose
the second battle by a 6..4 mar.
gin.
In the third set, with both
sides notching a number of ser.
vice breaks, Hegg and Hook
finally came out" with an 8·6
decision to assure the double
victory ·and secure a tie with
Central for top team honors Results: ·
Number 1 singles - Mark
Morrill ( C) defeated John Riley
(E) 6·3, 10.8. Number 2 singles
Mike A.guilar (E) defeated
Randy Roberts (We) 1·6, 6°?.
and 6-3. Number 3 singles Cliff Hook (Wh) defeated Terry
Marden (E) 6·2, 6·2.
~
Marden (E) 6-2, 6·2. Number
4 singles Dave Hammond
(Wh) defeated_ Dave Winn ( C)
6-3, 6·2. Number 5 singles Mike Johnson (We) defeated Jer.
ry Dyreson (E) 6·4, 6-2.
Number 1 singles - Morrill·
McGill defeated Bennett-Ham..
mond (Wh) 4-6, 7•5, 6·1. Num.
ber 2 singles - Hegg-Hook(Wh)
defeated Jensen-Winn (C) 5.7,
6-4, 8-6.

ourColleg _
Bookstore

Tacoma Whitie,
Professional billiard player will be here May 31
at 7:30 p.m. to put on an exhibition and answer
all ~f your questions.

NEW RATES
5

1 an hr. for 1 or 2 persons
5

.25 each additional cue

Open 3-12 p.m. everyday

Check Our Offer

IL I

- ~

RACK 'NCUE
on Spokane Hiway

Phone 925-9785.

We Will Buy
Text & Paperbacks
At The Highest Prices
don't stash· 'e111 cash 'em
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'Cat Track Champs Eye District One Crown
By CHRIS FRUITRICH
Sports Writer
Central's Evco track andfield
champions complete their pre.
national season tonight as they
defend their NAIA District I
crown in Bellingham. The Wild.
cats' 25 man squad is heavily
favored in light of their ove~.
whelming 149-801/2-641/:.·44 con.
f erence victory.
The only real contests at Bel.
lingham might well be among the
Central team members them.
selves. In the 100 yard dasb
the Wildcats sport conference
champion Joe Evans - they also
have Vancouver Relays champ
John Beard and Dennis Esser
who has run the fastest time of
them all this year. A similar
situation exists in thP 220. Once
again Evans is conference champ
but Esser is right behind him
with track and school records
- both set this year .
Another close contest is alsc
expected in the 880. Jim Eoora
~·omped homf! first in the con.

f erence meet while Bart Barto,
who had beaten Boora only a
week before, was sitting on the
sidelines with an injured ankle.
Should Barto return to form for
the District I meet, an interest.
ing race will certainly result.
In the conference mile, winner
Jerry Tighe was closely pur.
sued by Central' s Connie Eng.
lund and Eastern's Bruce
Peters. These three plus the
best from P,L.U. and Whitman
will battle U out for the gold
medal in Bellingham. The other
Central distance aces, Sam Ring,
Mark Henry and Dave Hatman
are expected to place high in
their respective events.
Hurdlers Bob Metzger and
Dick Knudson from Central are
expected to renew their rivalry
with John Lee and Roger Meu.

·/~ar . sPrv1-1s as Uw fina J hur.
,ih> ~o lJ..nksm~n aspirmg tn ~JuaJ...
lf'-' for the NAJA Finals .;.1 St.
A ·ni>rose t'ollPge in Davenport.
lowa, Jun~ ('Q9.

CnJ.c.h Sta..t~

;·orenson plans to

-'1-'mi .Ji m --nlbert, ,Jim :;_)oyle.

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive. or anything less than a//
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee , stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

Pet.• Guzzo, and Howard Smith
!o Wa.lla Walla with Fiorrno for
>1mat may bf:> thP final match
of the yf-'ar. Fiorino admittedly
ha8 the hPst cha.'lcP to deft>nd
thf> individual :HIP won last VPar
hy Cc-ntral's PetP PHzflr 1 wh()
wem on to finish fourteenth in
a fiPld of 156 •t i.!le :..;ationals.

VIKINGS FAVORED
Western. def Pnding district
team champion, is solidly favor.
ed to repeat, after their resound ..
ing win in the EvCo competi.
tion last weekend in Ellensburg.
Their chief threat will probably

Vmri
Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

FIELD EVENTS CONTEST&>
Close contests are also ex.
pected in many of the field
events. Western's John HWltand
Central' s Dick Johnson will con.
tinue their tight contests in the
long jump. In the conference
meet, Hunt nipped Johnson by
a scant % of an inch. Dick
Clintworth is expected to be
out for blood in the pale vault.
He was beaten on the basis of
fewer misses for the confer.
ence crown.
In the
conference weight
events, Eastern's Ed Gehring
bested Lonnie Franz of Central
in the discus, but lost to Bob

Santo for the gold medal in the
shot put. These three are expected to continue their bitter
feud at Bellingh,am. And the quest
for javelln superiority may well
be finally decided when Wes.
tern's Dave VanDergrlend, con·
ference champ, and Central's
Fred Andrew and Wayne Worby
get together.
Central is not expected to en.
counter any difficulty in the

relay events. In the conference
meet, the 440 quartet of Evans,
Beard, McCarthy and Esser re.
wrote the standard of 42.2 with
a clocking of 41.6. The mile
relay team of Paul Wallace, ·
Steve Shireman, Jim BrWlaugh
and Jim Hay also set a con.
ference record with a 3:15.9
time. Hay was also 440 champion
in a record time of 48.0 seconcls.

links Honors At Stake,
Fiorino To Lead Charge
A truly compebtivi:- perfor.
manc1-- ' Jy Central golft.lr, Dave
Fiorino nt-tted hi.rn co.. medal·
ist i1onors last weekend in the
EvergrePn Conferl:'nce t:onf er.
ence Cha mpionsh1ps and placed
t1im in strong contention for
ihe : '' strict :m~ ~his wPekend at '-'.'a Ha \v alla.
'.='hi-' NA.IA District Golf Tourn•
amt>nt, ;1ostf'd by Whitman ~his

When You Must Keep Alert

ter from Whitworth. Metzger if
particularly eager to best Meu.
ter in the 440 intermediate aR ·
he is the lone hurdler unbeaten
by Metzger.

Attention

come from another Ev Co school,
Eastern Washington.
Individally, St. Martin's Har.
ry White, runner-up to Pitzer
1
last year, llas been installed as
favorite by many, considering
his past performances. But sev..
eral athletes have proven them.
selves capablt-..! this season of
snatching the rrown from White,
including Fiorino, who lost to
'\Vhit~ by one stroke in a regu.
lar season match, 73.72 in El.
lPnslmrg. Other contenders in.
'.'.ludP t' ast~rn s :Sill Lufkin, jay
Robinson of Pacific Lutheran,
and Gf'orge AndPrson, Whit·
man's top man.
Whit.man, .is a team, cannot
OP ovf•rlookPd ~his wePkend, as
they are the Northwest Conference Champions, a title they
won last wPek.
1

'CAT LINKSMEN THIRD
Playing without one of their
regulars, P~te Guzzo, Central
managed a third.place finish in
r'vergreen Conference play last
Friday and Saturday in Ellensu
burg, ahead of Whitworth, Guzzo,
out with an injured shoulder,
moved hack into the starting
linPup for -the District match,
following a 27-hole playoff, · in.
valving Smith, Boyle , Paul
Campbell, and Glen Paget for
the last thTt>f' spot s .
EightPen holes of the 36~holfl
tourney in Wa.lla Walla began
today, with the final eighteen
slatt•d for tomorrow.

Graduating Seniors
"Lew Florence Motors" can put you in a
New

Volkswagen

Up andOver

Fot: Nothing Down

t~ entral palt:• vaulter Dick Clintworth glides over the bar
at 14 feet, 3 7·8 inches to tie the best mark of the after.
noon during last ' eekend' s track and field championships.
~-Ie fini shed second, however, on the basis of more misses.
(Photo by Pete Edluncl)

and up to Six Months Before First Payment Due. For All particulars, Come in
and see your· Volkswagen Representa-

1

.;.~:~":;:~\\.Y> .:

.:v •'

Bar 8-Q-Beef
Ham-Turkey

tive At

on
Specially made

Lew Florence Motors
1802 So. First St.
Yakima, Wash.

trench loaf

Webster's

Phone

925-5558
Free Delivery

Bar B-Q

Ellensburg Floral Shop

Acr-oss From Ad. Building

DowntoWn Location-Next to Post Office
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Diamond Season Ends with Defeat
Central Washington's base- · never was in serious trouble,
ballers ended their season on
although he gave up a two run
a sour note Wednesday when
inning. The circuit clout by Day
they dropped a 7.3 decision at
narrowed the home team's lead
the hands of the Seattle Pacific
to a single · run, but Seattle
Falcons.
Pacific roared back with a pair
S})C's Don Waldbauer threw
of tallies in the bottom of the
a six-hitter at the Wildcats and
fourth and two ·more in the sixth
to decide the issue.

CW Girls Take
Quad TrackWin

Joe

The Central Washington State
College women's track team took
top honors in a quadrangular·
meet last weekend at wastern
Washington in Cheney.
Central athletes dominated the .
events, scoring 50 points to
secure first place honors. Eas·
tern's Savages finished with 38
paints, followed by the Univer·
sity of Jda.~o with 23 a11d wash·
ington Stal:e University bring.
up the rear with 12 for their
afternoon's showing.
, First place finishes went to
Maria Floyd in the discus, Val
Pribnow in the javelin,- Diane
Walters took first place in the
shot put, the hi~h jump was
won by Linda Rowand, and Lor·
etta Miles captured the top spoi:
in the running broad jump.

gives the winning strain and wins the

100 yard final over teammate John Beard (right). Both
sprinters were clocked in 9.8 seconds, but Evans nipped

Beard by an eyelash.

(Photo by Pete Edlund)

Results Show Central's Superiority in Track
Whit, 14.8. 3, Dick Knuasen,
c, 15.3. 4, Barry Fancher, Whit,
15.5. 5, Bob Metzger, c, 15.9.
440 Intermediate Hurdles 1, Roger Meuter, Whit, 55.0.
2, Bob Metzger, c, 55.8. 3,
(ties conference record set by John Lee, Whit, 56.1. 4, Dick
Jim Kjolso, Central, 1965(. 2, Svendsen, E, 56.3. 5, DickKnudDennis Esser, c, 21.5. 3,. Bob sen, C, 59.8.
440 Relay - 1, Central (Ev·
McCarthy, C, 21.9. 4, Dennis
Bilow, c, 22.1. 5, Roger Bee· ans, Beard, McCarthy, Esser),
41.6 (betters conference recbe, Whit, 22.4.
ord of 42.2 set by Central,
440 1, Jim Hay, C, 48,0
(betters conference record of 1965). 2, Whitworth, 42.8. 3,
Western 43.0. 4, Eastern, 43.9.
48.5 set by Roland De Bore, East·
Mile Relay - 1, Central(Wal·
ern 1959). 2, Paul Wallace, c,
lace, Shireman, Brunaugh, and
49.1 3, Jim Brunaugh, C, 49. 7.
Hay), 3:15.9 (betters conference
4, Rich Tucker, W, 5-2. 2. 5 ~ Steve record of 3:17.4 set by Central
19661. 2, Western, 3:20.6. 3:
Shireman, c, 52.2.
880 - 1, Jim Boora, c, 1:52.5. Eastern, 3:29.·7.
Shotput _ 1 Bob Santo c .
2, Tom Campbell, Wp 1:56.4.
' '
,
.
52-61/
3, Dave Stanely, E, 1:57.3. 4,
2 • 2, Ed Gehring, E, 5 2Monte Moore, Whit, 1:58.3. 5, 21/2 • 3, Don Shove, E, 49• 3112.
4, Dave Belzer, Whit, 47. 6 • 5 ,
Conny England, c, 1:58.5.
Three mile - 1, Jerry T~ghe, Chris Fruitrich, c, 47-21/4.
Discus _ 1, Ed Gehring, E,
Whit, 14:51.1. 2, Sam Ring, 14:·
53.4. 3, Len Long, Whit, 15:· 147•81/2. 2, Lonnie Franz, c,
10.8, 4, Mark Henry, c, 15:16.4•. 144-51/2. 31 Dave Belzer, Whit~
139a81/z. 4, Dave Anderson, E,
5, Paul Kauzlarich, 15.44.0.
132oll. 5, Bruce Oldham, w,
Six mile - 1, Sam Ring, c, 125·1.
31:32.5 (sets conference record
Javelin - 1, nave Vanner..
in first running). 2, Paul Kau- Griend, W, 227-0. 2, Wayne Worzlarich, Eastern, 32:48.1. 3, Len by, C, 219-9. 3, Fred Andrew, .
Long, Whitworth, 33:18.2. 4, Ray
Sturtz, Eastern, 36:18.2. 5,John
Fearey, Eastern, 37:52.8.
129 High Hurdles - 1, John
, Lee, Whit, 14.4 (ties conference record set by Jay Lane,
Central, 1964). 2, Roger Meuter,
1, Joe Evans, c, 9.8.
2, John Beard, c, 9.8. 3~ Den·
nis Esser, C, 9.9. 4, John Lee,
Whit, 10.9. 5, Dennis ·snow,
c, 10.0.
220 - 1, JOE- Evans, c, 21.5
100 -

The Wildcats' final run came
in the ninth on Day's two bag·
ger, · a single by Jack Miller,
and Chuck Basteyns' sacrifice
fly.
The hard hitting Falcons solv·

ed a trio of 'Cat hurlers for a
total of 13 hits. Ed Aylward,
Howard Hosley, and Doug Nel·
son all saw mound duty for
Central.
Day and Miller led Central 's
hit parade, each going two for
four.
Central
SPC

000 200 001- 3 7 3
003 202 OOx- 7 13 O

Aylward, Hosley ( 4), Nelson
( 8), and Jamieson, Basteyns ( 8);
Waldbauer and Nass.
W-Waldbauer. L-Aylward.

Independent Auto

~

Repair.

~

. FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

TEXACO SERVICE
Kawasaki Motorcycles
603 N. MAIN-295-5539

''ONE OF

C, 214-7. 4, LeRoy Day, 200·
61/2. 5, Dave Whitmire, E, 197-5.
High Jump - 1, Jim Liles,
Whit, 6°5%. 2, Ron Smithwick,
Cj 6-4. 3, Mike Kadow, C, 6·
2%. 4, (tied) Dick Behrens, W;
Dave Svendsen, E; Phil Kisrow,
E, 6·0.
Long Jump - 1, John Hunt,
23-1. 2, Dick Johnson, c, 2301/4. 3, Terry Bloomquist, E,
22-101/2. 4, Dick Perferment, W,
22-10. 5, Al Merritt, W, 22°0%.
Triple Jump - 1, Dick Per·
ferment, W, 45-8. 2, Jack State,
E, 43-41/2. 3, LeRoy Day, E,
42·81/2. 4, Butch Marcum, c,
42-7. 5, Ed . Hiemstra, Whit,

THE YEAR'S
10 BEST
FILMS!"
-CROWTHER,
N.Y. TIMES

{~ Q(Ji :c,',:. ~ !' Vi [\:' ':'~ 1:

f~ • • ;,.\ !;;;;. >
1

a;oo ...

SUNDAY TIMES. Blow-Up At .4:00 &
This Property Is Condemned At 6:00 & 10:00
1 Showing Only Week Nights At-7:30

41-101/2.

Pole vault 1, (tie) Bill
Devine, E, and Bob Rideout,
Whit, 14-3 7-8. E, Dick Clint·
worth , Centr al , 14-3 7-8 (decid·
ed on bas~s of fewest misses).·
4, Rick Korte, 13-0. 5, Mike
Johnson, Whit, 12-6.
Mile - 1, Jerry Tighe, Whit,
4:14.1 (betters conference record of 4:15.4 set by Jerry Leon·
ard, Whitworth, 1964). 2, Conny
Englund, C, 4:15.4. 3, Bruce Pe·
ters, E, 4:16.7. 4,. Dave Har·
man, C, 4:22.1. 5, Loren Mc..
Knight, Whit, 4:23.1.
Team Scores:
Central 149, Whitworth 801/2.

STARTS TONIGHT!
Three Of The Years
Best Suspense Thri I lers
Excel lent Al I Color Entertainment
(Suspense Plays First) · OPEN 8:45

iiiiiiiiiiii;
SHOW DUSK

The Roffler

Looking for a new
experience

Sculprur-Kut
Technique
Appointments

925-5141

Look sharp with the Razor Cut. Call shop, 9255141 for additional information.

Slot Car Racing
7 daysa weP-1'
12-10 p.m.

HobbySho
914 E. Caoital

'925-5554

Licari's Barber Shop_

Tuesday & Wednesday May 30-31
BARGAIN NIGHT-----$1.50 A CARLOAD
p
"I'll Take
"4 For
L

Texas"

In The Elton Hotel
........ ~ ..........

41##~,.,,,,)

·.-.·.·.·. • • • • • • • • 1

a•«•

t
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College Honors Students, Faculty
The
college
AwardS
Assembly, held Thursday ev.
ening, cited students and fa.c.
ulty for various distinctions,
services,·and scholarshipso
·
Those selected by the SGA
for a wards of distinction were
Mrso Beth Habib, assistant dir.
ector of student activities, for
her invaluable assistance and
SGA programming; Paul Hart
editor of
the
Campus
Crier for making the Campus
Crier a newspaper; John Kin.
sey, for his outstanding work
on proposed SU&-expansion;
Gary Guinn, for his work as
Homecoming chairman; and Aus.
itn Cooper, for his many stints
as master of ceremonies.
Student publications awards
were given to -Paul Hart, Cam.
pus Crier certificate of com.
menda.tion for professional achievement; Ed Hartstein, Campus
Crier certificate of commend.
ation for professional achieve.
ment; Greg Bolvi; Campus Crier
certificate of commendation for
exceptional promise; and John

Dennett, Hyakem Distinguished
Service award.
Students selected on the basis
of their outstanding contribut. .
ions to the institution to receive
Who's Who Awards were Dianne
M. Bechtold, G. Mark Becker,
:· James R. Bruna.ugh, Mary El.
len Bugni, AustinWayneCooper,
Dallas L. DeLa.y, D'Ann June
Dufenhorst, Charles William Ey.
Donna Schaplow
man, Mrs.
Fielder, Judith Ann Foraker,
Gary Gene Guinn, Georgia Ann
Harter, Mark W.Jepsen, John
E. Kinsey, Allee Ann Lindsey,
Xavier Lee Louis, Howard B.
Meacham, J. William Miller,
Roy Allen Morrow, Jr.., Mrs.
Tamara Ann Nagley, Margaret
E. Sample, Anne E. Storey, Kar.
en E. Thomas,DennlsFordWar.
ren, Mrso Kathleen Sopp War.
ren, Ray F. Wickholm, Mrs.
Mary Lynne Halwas Wilson, and·
John E. Wollenweber.
Dr. John Munson Scholarships
were received by Barry Wilson,
J can Graham, Randi Leone
Brender, Cheryl Quinn, Linda

Lockwood, Carol LaVigne, Diana
Greville, Kay Arlene Miller~
Donna Blaisdell, Janice Thomas,
Sandra Werder, Carolyn DeRigio, Karen Ringsrud, Teresa
Bombardier, Beverly Perry,
Terrance Parker, FrankMorris
Kenneth Sparks, Nancy Around.
sen, Wyley Beatty, Margaret
Rowe, Mary Lee Bagley, Laura
Visker, Ramona Fache, Frances
Ferrero, Ma.ry Hudson, Nancy
Headding, Judith Egbert, Pamela
Williams and Charles Hay.
Other -scholarship winners
were Ell Stahlhut, history; Da.r.
rell Lumaco, Demus Farrell
scholarship; Charlein Wright,
John Whitney scholarship; Step..
hen Davis, E.L. Muzzall sch·
olarship; Virginia Knight, Selah
Telephone scholarship; Kenneth
Simpson, Myron Da. vies scho.
Brozovich,
larship; Patricia
Margaret Pangrazi and Sandra
Williams, CWSC Foundation
Lana Warner,
scholarship;
Alpha Omega; Cathy Currie,
David Hertz Memorial sch·
olarships; RoSa.lla Reynolds, Ed.
ward Amundson and James Ht.
lbert, James and Minnie Louden
Central' s Honor Council now has two new students on
scholarships; Sharon Riley, El·
tts six member staff. Penny Palmer wants to get in on
lensburg Telephone scholarship;
more student activities and her goal is complete fairness.
spend most ot the summer in Donna Jones, Mary Hartling11
Craig
Webster wants to see the internal structure of
the University ot Washington Janai Lindsey and Julie Hayes,.
s.G.A. Honor Council is the Court of Appeals for cases
Rehabilitation Center.
Presser
Foundation schol.
referred from the deans and dorms.
arship; Lynn Clifton, BF P.E.o.
scholarship~ CarolAnn Mowrey,
• James Martin Braden, and
Sandra Ann Braden, s .N .E .A.
Some o1 the members of AND
and the current escalation. sec.
scholarships; Shirley Ann Ha.ma.
will
participate this va.catlon
ond, to organize educational pro.
kaml, Allee Holgerson Baker
grams which will include dis..
scholarship; Ted Pearson, Barto in Martin Luther King's "Viet.
cussion groups, study groups,
Hall scholarship; Phil Terna.ban, nam Summer" program. The
students will involve themselves
and speakers on the Vietnam
Harold E. Barto scholarship;
war. Third, to carry through
Mildred Davtdo, Business Ed. in programs in their own com.
the proposals of the local groups.
ucation Award of Merit; Moxell munities.
King's peaceprogram calls for
Wuesthoft and Cathe Renee Wad.
King describes his project as
dell, George Washington Found. three general areas of actiono
a drive to create a poweduI,
ation
scholarships; Marcia. · First, a door.to-door campaign
in an effort to identify people
well informed peace block that
Cutts,
Juanita Davies sch.
who are uneasy about the war
can have a real impact.
olarship;
Bridgette
Foley,
Flossie Mitchell scholarship;
Katherine Noble, Jennie Moore
RICHARD BA TES
Hall scholarship; Laura Munson,
•.accident victii m ••
Speech and Drama scholarship;
and Mel Cox, Assoc.lated Press
All-American Certif:lcate.

Winners

Benefit Dance Set
Stephen's Hall will climax lts
crusade for former dormie,
Richard Bates, · an amputee due
to a recent accident, with a
benefit dance June 2.
The Liverpool Five will play
for the dance to be held ln the
SUB Ballroom. Admission is
$1.75 per person.
Bates, a freshman from Sun·
nyside~ Washington, lost both
legs in an automobile accident
during spring vacation. The de
termlned youth hopes this will
only be a temporary interrup.
tion in his education and would
like to return to Central for
winter quarter. He plans to go
~nto social work upon graduation from college.
Bates wlll be leaving the hos·
pit al in about a month for a shor
stay at his home and then will
0

AND Members Seek Peace

CAT-A-LOG

Seniors Stage Recital

11ZZA

Stephens Hall will · present a
R 'n' R dance from 9 to midnight on June 2.

See front page for Sweecy
details.

FLICKERS
The SGA movies for this week.
end will be, ''Manchurian Candidate" and "Lolita." These
movies begin at 8:30 p.m. in

A&W
Drive In ,
9th & Euclid .

Free
12-inch Pizza each
night to the room ordering
the highest total sales.

Root Beer Sh~kes
NOW

Reg. 30·

194

Delivery Service
5:30 p.m.-Midnight 7 days a week
Anywhere within city limits
Phone

925-9861

8432
3112" Brim

StraY# Hats For
SY#eecy Weekend
FROM$2so

Mcconnell Auditorium.
"Kwaidan" wUl be the movie
presented by the Interna tlonal
Film Series at 7:15 p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium on June 1.
SENIORS PERFORM
May 28 features several senior
recitals. The first of these will
be at 3 p.m. with Marge Neeley,
mezzo-soprano, and Pa tricta
Fraizer, piano. Also presented
will be a "Duo Racital" with
Tamara NagJey, violin and Mary
Lynn Wilson, piano. This re.
cital begins at 8: 15 p .m, Both
are in Hertz Recital Hall.
CURBSTONE CONVENES
curbstone · will be held Tues.
day, 1-3 p.m., in the Cage.
POOL OPENS
The swimming pO()l will be
op~n from l-3 p .m . on May 27
for those students who wish to
have a free swim.
SCHOOL'S OUT
No school May 301

THE

Wool Felt Hats

$3 9 8
Mills·SadCHe N.Tog

Green, Brown, and Blue

FABRIC SHOP
Everything

for

your sewing

needs.

Complete Western Outfitters·

41 .2 N. Pine

4th & Main-- 962.;.2312

962-2204

